A. Duie Pyle Opens Second Driver Training Academy

Northeastern-based carrier program brings more safe drivers to the road
WEST CHESTER, Pennsylvania – October 20, 2014 - A. Duie Pyle (Pyle), the premier leader in asset and
non-asset based transportation and supply chain solutions in the Northeast, announces it has opened its
second Northeast truck driver training academy. The company’s management team views this effort as
an ongoing solution to the industry’s driver shortage and high turnover rates. Pyle’s successful training
site at its company headquarters in West Chester, Pennsylvania, has proven to be an important asset for
the company, using hands-on experience to train men and women to be safe and reliable drivers. The
newest location in Northborough, Massachusetts, offers interested New England and upstate New York
candidates an option to train that is closer to home.
“No longer will the driver candidates from New England and upstate New York need to travel to
Southeast Pennsylvania or be away from their families for extended periods in order to pursue a driving
career with Pyle,” said Randy Swart, COO of A. Duie Pyle. “Given the ever increasing driver shortage, we
elected in 2003 to form our own driver training academy and recruit candidates from our warehouse
and dock associates.” Since then, Pyle also offers this school as a resource for any prospective candidate
outside of the company who has a bona fide interest and aptitude in becoming a professional driver for
A. Duie Pyle.
The academy curriculum provides ground-up training at no cost to the candidates. The company invests
$20,000 in each trainee, which includes an hourly wage for the driver while he or she is completing the
program. It’s an investment which Pyle believes is a long-term solution to the driver shortage, and the
company is already seeing results. Pyle’s turnover rate for drivers with more than a year of service is just
five percent in an industry where 100% annual turnover is not uncommon. More than 235
candidates/drivers have participated in this program and successfully qualified as Class A CDL drivers.
The training academy offers an 8-week instructional program followed by two weeks of on the job
experience on a P&D unit accompanied by a driver mentor. This 10 week agenda offers A. Duie Pyle
driver candidates hundreds of challenging hours behind the wheel of Pyle’s trucks. Classroom lessons
and written exams, all with an emphasis on safety and highway courtesy, are also part of the rigorous
course work. If the candidates pass the program, they obtain their Commercial Driver’s License and a job
with Pyle. The first graduating class in Northborough included 10 students coached by seven instructors
which provide a student-to-instructor ratio that ensures learning.
“We are looking for passionate drivers and driver candidates who wish to be the future of the industry,”
said Swart. “Our program is complete and robust as it delivers thoroughly trained, top-notch graduates
who are reliable stewards of highway safety as well as dependable and knowledgeable company
representatives.

About A. Duie Pyle
A. Duie Pyle is the Northeast's premier transportation and logistics provider with extended
Less-Than-Truckload (LTL) service coverage through established partnerships into the
Southeast, Midwest, Canada and the Caribbean. A family-owned and operated business for
more than 90 years, A. Duie Pyle provides a complete range of integrated transportation and
distribution services supported by 23 LTL and TL service centers strategically located
throughout the region. A. Duie Pyle’s Customized Solutions Group provides a variety of asset
and non-asset based supply chain solutions, including specialized truckload services through its
Truckload fleet and its Brokerage division, integrated Warehousing & Distribution services with
more than two million square feet of public and contract warehousing space at eight locations
in Delaware, Massachusetts, and Pennsylvania, and dedicated and quasi-dedicated fleet
operations. A. Duie Pyle’s depth of resources and diverse capabilities enable customers to
strategically source multiple supply chain solutions.
For information about A. Duie Pyle, visit www.aduiepyle.com or call 1-800-523-5020.
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